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Body: Our aim is to assess the impact on respiratory function and exercise capacity of a respiratory
rehabilitation program (RR) compared with a program of home mechanical ventilation (HMV) and the
summation of both interventions. Methods: 45 COPD patients with severe functional impairment and in
situations of hypercapnic respiratory failure were prospectively randomized to 3 groups: RR (12 weeks in
40-minute sessions that included strength training and resistance), HMV (12 weeks BiPAP mode) and
RR-HMV (combination of the two interventions). Patients underwent pulmonary function tests. Exercise
capacity was measured with a measurement of peripheral muscle strenght (PMS) using the one repetition
maximum (1 RM) and maximal cardiopulmonary exercise testing performed on a cycle ergometer.
Submaximal test of endurance was measure with cycle ergometer at 70% load. Results: Neither HMV or RR
produced changes in respiratory function tests, except for the blood gases that improved after HMV (PaCO2
significant improvement with a decrease of 4 mmHg, p = 0.008) and in the combined with improvement in
PaO2 (increase of more than 3 mmHg, p = 0.02) and PaCO2 (decrease of 5 mmHg, p <0.001). HMV
improve PMS. RR and RR-HMV improve all excercise capacity tests. Conclusions: RR with HMV improves
blood gases over HMV in isolation as well as decreases hypercapnia and also decreases hypoxemia. HMV
leads to an improvement in peripheral muscle strength. This improvement was not reflected in the
improvement of other parameters that improve when we combine a program of HMV combined with RR for
the effect exerted by the RR.
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